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case study
for DBMoto and DSCallards

The Challenge

Overview
Born back in 1987
by two surfers,
Animal is a UK
action sports
lifestyle brand,
supporting events
and sponsored
riders from grass
roots through
to pro level.
Animal is now an
international brand
with over sixty
stores worldwide,
manufacturing
authentic surf,
snow, skate and
bike inspired
apparel and
accessories.

The Approach

Due to its success, Animal process tens of millions of
records a day through its IBM iSeries system which is
replicated onto a SQL Server for reporting purposes
and, more recently, for feeding records into its online
and e-commerce operations.

The IT environment at Animal is complex and
required a sophisticated solution. Animal went out
to the market to see what database replication tools
were available and built up a picture of what they felt
would work.

Animal was not happy with its existing data
replication system that it had in place and a primary
reason was its unreliable support contract. Coupled
with the fact that its maintenance period was due to
expire, Animal felt it was the right time to look for an
alternative solution.

Animal carried out an initial search on Google which
took them to HiT Software’s website.

Greg Boardman, Head of IT commented, “The
main issue under consideration was the commercial
impact on the system failing. The data and support
infrastructure offered by the software vendor needed
to be more reliable. The renewal of the legacy
replication system was due and we were looking for a
‘no fail-over’ solution. Another key requirement was
a system that was easy to use and straightforward to
manage internally by our own IT team”’.
Animal’s e-commerce channel is a lucrative avenue
to market and as such, the need for robust IT
solutions to maximise commercial security and
mitigate risks was a key consideration for the
organisation.
As member of the Executive Team at Animal, Greg
felt that the database replication issue was a key
issue for the business and decided to elevate it to
the Board. “When I submitted the business case for
the investment in new a new solution, it was widely
accepted by the Board. Also, as the maintenance
period of the existing solution was coming to an
end, it was a natural time to consider our options.
Ultimately, the investment was backed by the Group”.

“When we downloaded a free evaluation copy of
DBMoto, the application was up and running within
the hour.
This is in stark contrast to its competition, which
proposed site visits to discuss what their solutions
could offer”.
As the Executive Board had placed an urgent deadline
on the project due to its commercial implications, Greg
applied a dedicated resource to push DBMoto through
Animal’s rigorous testing procedures.
“The IT team testing DBMoto was excited early on
in the project, when they initially downloaded the
software, as it was so easy to use. Also, support
provided during the evaluation phase by both HiT
Software and DSCallards was very good. We believe
that if the software vendor can offer good free support
during the trial, then this is a good indication of the
type of support we would be receiving in the event
that they were selected as the solution of choice”.
Following its trial, it was an easy decision for Animal
to take. Greg went onto say, “We identified early
on that as well as its ease of set-up and installation,
DBMoto performs a complex task and was up and
running within a matter of hours, which is impressive
considering DBMoto is essentially an
enterprise solution”.
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Animal select
DBMoto
from HiT
Software
to improve
commercial
resilience and
mitigate risks

The Solution

“The whole process from start to end - had
only taken one month”.
“When we downloaded
a free evaluation
copy of DBMoto, the
application was up and
running within the hour.
This is in stark contrast
to its competition, which
proposed site visits
to discuss what their
solutions could offer”.
“The IT team testing
DBMoto was excited
early on in the project”.
“DBMoto is essentially
an enterprise solution”.
Greg Boardman
Head of IT,
Animal

DSCallards worked with HiT Software to deliver
Animal a DBMoto solution that worked well and
integrated with its existing environment to replicate
data from their iSeries Server to its MySQL
databases.
Also, with its flexible licensing structure, DSCallards
and HiT were able to ensure that a commercially
viable solution was offered to Animal. Greg
commented, “The whole process - from start to end had only taken one month”.

The results
DBMoto delivered to Animal the resilient database
synchronisation it needed to work over two ‘fail-over’
systems.
In terms of its performance, once the IT Team at
Animal were familiar with DBMoto’s functional
capabilities, they were able to utilise a further
environment and essentially use the solution as an
EDI system through its web portal to raise orders.
Greg commented, “Apart from the commercial security
and robustness, we had three criteria needed to be
satisfied by the solution that we selected. These were
1) ease of use, 2) ease of set-up and 3) reliability.
DBMoto satisfied these needs as well as offering very
good technical support and assistance both during the
evaluation process and following implementation”.

why dscallards?
DSCallards has been delivering leading specialist
software tools and services, such as HiT Software, for
over fifteen years, helping thousands of organisations
through support, training and consulting services to
deliver business innovation.

why hit software?
HiT Software is a leading software provider of
secure middleware data access and data replication
products. Since 1994, HiT Software’s products have
enabled customers from large, medium and small
companies to integrate relational data in missioncritical applications across all industries.
Visit www.hitsw.com.
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